
OPENING CEREMONY OF SXMUN – 2022 AT ST. XAVIER’S SCHOOL , BATHINDA. 

12th August , 2022:   Opportunity is everywhere . To see an opportunity, we must 

be open to all kinds of thoughts with a vision to see it. Such a vision turned out to 

be  a reality when St. Xavier’s School  , Bathinda organized an event Model United 

Nations - SXMUN  2022 ( The 6th Edition ).The main objective of MUN was to 

educate the participants and make them aware of the global issues and promote 

harmony and peace all over the world. Unless we are aware of the functioning 

and proceedings of the United Nations , this vital congregation of the nations of 

the world will not be successful. SXMUN was such an effort made by the school 

on the theme – ‘Conscious Consensus Change’ . The event was graced by the 

presence of the Manager, Rev  Fr. Christopher Michael , the Principal, Rev Fr. 

Cidloy Furtado ,the Parish Priest , Rev Fr. Vinod Ba the Chief Guest , Ms Pallavi       

( IAS , Commissioner , Municipal Corporation , Bathinda),the Co ordinator, Mrs 

Archana Rajput and the Supervisor, Ms Nupur.  

The event commenced at 10 am with the lighting of the lamp by all the dignitaries 

present, followed by a peace prayer.  There was a great classical welcome dance 

performed by the students. The Secretary General of MUN , Diya Asija introduced 

the theme of SXMUN by stating the importance of changes in our lives. The 

Manager , Rev Father Christopher Michael addressed the gathering about the 

importance of coming together and discussing the various global issues by 

expressing our views . He also elaborated the story from the Bible  about the 

‘Tower of Babel’ – a story  which states that how God brought a chaos among the 

people by making them converse in multiple languages because they had 

consented to build a skyscraper to reach God.  Hence they were not conscious 

that they had reached to a consensus for an incorrect agenda.  He thus conveyed 

the importance of being conscious to reach to a consensus to make the world a 

better place to live in.  He encouraged all the dignitaries to build such a consensus 

with a great vision and wished them good luck to accomplish their plans. 

Hereafter , the Chairs and Executive Board members were introduced by the Chief 

of Staff and the Prime Minister, Amanat Brar and then Father Manager presented 

the Gavel to all the members of various committees. 



The Honourable Chief Guest was felicitated by the School Management and then 

the Chief Guest addressed the gathering by encouraging them to make an effort 

for a consensus to aspire , achieve and be a change for future generation. She 

cited her example that if she could hold a dignified position with hard work, then 

the students can also reach to their desired goal by their constant efforts and 

determination. There was also a musical ballet dance , a learning performance  by 

the students. The SXMUN was declared open by the Secretary General with the 

announcement of the venues. The ceremony ended with the national anthem.  


